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Introduction* Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, C{X) the Banach algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on X and let B be a closed linear subspace of C(X) separating the points of X and containing the constants. A closed subset F of X is said to have the normpreserving extension property w r.t. B if any function b Q in the restriction subspace B\ F has an extension beB (i.e. b\ F = b Q ) such that II&H = ||6 O |U(II 11(resp. || \\ F ) denotes the supremum norm on X (resp. F)).
The main result is the following:
Let F be a closed subset of X and suppose there is a map T (not necessarily linear) from M(X) into M(X) satisfying the following conditions (i) m -TmeB 1 for all meM(X) (ii) TX is a probability measure when X is (iii) If SiGC and m { e M(X) i -1,
, n and
Then F has the normpreserving extension property.
M(X) denotes the set of regular Borel measures on X, and if A is a subset of B then A L is the set of those measures in M(X) which annihilate A. k(F) consists of those functions in B which are identically 0 on F. Also if G is a Borel subset of X and m e M(X) then m\ G is the measure χ G m where χ G is the characteristic function for G.
Two conditions, either of which is known to imply that a closed subset F of X has the normpreserving extension property are the following: (M(Σ B ) denotes the set of those σ e M(X) for which the total variation \σ\ is maximal in Choquet's ordering for positive measures (see [1] We let S B denote the state space of B s.e. S B = {peB*: \\p\\ = p(l) = 1}. S B is a convex set which is compact in the w*-topology and the natural map of X into S B is a homeomorphism. We shall frequently think of X as embedded in S B . A representing measure for peS B is a probability measure v p on X such that p(f) = \fdv p for all feB. DEFINITION Let u 0 be a w*-clusterpoint for {u a } and let {u β } be a subnet from {u a } converging to u 0 . Also let w 0 be a clusterpoint for {w β }. Then τ; 0 = u 0 + ^; 0 is a representing measure for p 0 and since (Remark 1.1). Using this and Remark 1.1 once more we get:
In This completes the proof of (5). PROPOSITION 
B\ F is closed in C(F)
Proof. Let σeB 1 , and consider a b o eB\ F such that ||ί> 0 |U^l By statement (5) and so \σ\ F ^ ||oΊ ZX2 ,||. By a result of Gamelin [4] and Glicksberg [5] (see also [3, Prop. 1] Proof. The proof is exactly the same as proof of [3] Theorem 2 after replacing the function A from [3] by δ 0 and Lemma 1 of [3] by Proposition 1.6 of this note. We define a map T from M{X) to ikf(X) as follows. If λ is a probability measure on X pick a maximal measure v with λ -v e B L and put TX = v. If λ is already maximal put TX = λ. If cr e M(X) write # = ^λi -ί 2 λ 2 + i{t z X z -ί 4 λ 4 ) where the ίί's are positive numbers and where λi and λ 2 (resp. λ 3 and λ 4 ) are probability measures living on disjoint subsets of X. Then put Tσ = t.TX, -t 2 TX 2 + i(t 3 TX 3 -t 4 TX 4 ) . The map Tfrom M{X) to M(X) we get in this way obviously has properties (i) and (ii) from the beginning of Chapter 1. Observe that Tσ -σ if σ -σ\ F since Fa Σ B .
To see that T also has property (iii) let ΣsiσiβkiF) 1 . By Lemma 2.3 B\ F is closed in C(F). Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we can find a measure μ = μ\ F such that μ -Σsfii 6 B L . Then μ -ΣsiTσi e B 1 Π M{Σ B ) so that μ -i/s^Γσ,-) |^ e 2? 1 , but then -Ts^Γα*)^ e JB- 1 . We can then using Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 deduce the same interpolation theorems as in [2] and [3] . In particular we get from Theorem 1. 
